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Nanotherapeutics in Oncology: Dendrimers the Nano Wonder
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AB STRACT: Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the world. The research in the field of Oncology is a
never ending journey. Emerging among the existing management modalities in Oncology is an enticing advance –
Dendrimers as part of Nanotechnology. Simulating the concept of Trojan horse strategy are the nano molecules, Dendrimers which possess a design that provide a tailored sanctuary containing voids that provide a refuge from the outside environment wherein the anti cancer drug molecules can be physically trapped and target the cancerous cells specifically sparing the adjacent normal cells thus serving as an ideal technology in defending the disaster cancer.
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A

HISTORY OF DENDRMERS
s a reflection of enticing technology

It dates back to 1978 when Vogtle and co workers

which has progressed in leaps and bounds are the

studied about Cascade reactions. Cascade synthesis

fascinating wonder molecules of 21st century under

is defined as reactions “ where a functional group

the umbrella of Nanotechnology confronting

such as amine is made to react in such a way as to

confounding potential real world challenges.

appear twice in the subsequent molecule or product

The

research

in

cancer

Diagnostics

and

[1]

.

therapeutics over many decades has evolved

Inspired by the Leuwenberg model of arboreal

multifariously and despite intense scientific efforts

design, Newkome and co workers reported the

in the discovery, development and design of anti

synthesis of Cascade molecules – synthetic

cancer therapeutic agents, the disaster cancer poses

macromolecular

an extraordinary challenge even to the most

“Arborals” (Latin: “Arbor ¼ tree)

intellectual scientific professionals.

Most interesting was that these molecules were

Tackling this unique challenge is a dream

shown to possess cavities for encapsulation of

technology in infancy a nano dream in the form of

guest molecules such as drugs[2].

Nanowonder molecules – Dendrimers.

Then subsequently in 1986, Tomalia and co

tree

like

molecules

workers coined the name “Dendrimers”(Greek:
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Dendron ¼ branch or tree like) for radially

help of Genetic engineering[9,10].

symmetric

PRINCIPLE OF NANOTHERAPEUTICS

branched

molecules

and

most

significantly portrayed the application of Cascade

Nanotechnology is the convergence of multifarious

synthesis for the synthesis of Dendrimers[3].

fields including biology, applied physics, optics,

DENDRIMER

CHEMISTRY

AND

SYNTHESIS

science.

Dendrimers consists of major regions – an initiator

The fundamental principle regarding the exact size

core, a shell with extending arms or branches made

of anti cancer therapeutic molecules that should

of building blocks, exterior or outermost surface

diffuse through the vascular pores reach the tumour

groups on the termini of the branches[4-6].

site remain unclear. This has led to the designing of

DENDRIMER SYNTHESIS

nanotherapeutics - Dendrimers which are well

Dendrimer can be synthesised by 2 major

defined structures ranging from 1-10 nm in

approaches

diameter[11-13].

–

the

Divergent

approach

and

Convergent approach. In the divergent approach,

A hallmark of Cancer aberrant glycosylation is

used in early periods, the synthesis starts from the

being exploited with Dendrimers scaffolds which

core of the Dendrimer with a limitation in that only

provide a uniform to control the multimeric

one type of reaction could be performed using

carbohydrate presentation needed to enact the

dendrimers synthesised by this method. This gave

“Cluster Glycoside effect” which is crucial for

rise to the convergent method of synthesis

targeting the diseased tissues found in Cancer [14-21].

Pioneered by Frechet and co workers wherein

Lock and Key mechanism and Molecular

synthesis starts from the exterior [7].

recognition

The approach is versatile in that there is possibility

A fundamental process in the existence of life is

of simultaneously conjugating appropriate targeting

the concept of molecular recognition based on the

moieties, drugs and imaging agents thus offering

complementarity between receptors and substrates

multifunctional nano device to target, deliver and

similar to the lock and key function described by

monitor the progression of therapy[8].

Emil Fischer over centuries ago. In biological

Ultimately the convergent method of Dendrimer

science Lock is the molecular receptor and key is

synthesis

the substrate – drug.

enables

multifunctional

conjugates

without marked systemic immunogenicity with the
46

computational analysis, modelling and material
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molecular recognition of biological features the

systemic. This has been made possible by using

dendrimers can be exploited for the recognition of

natural biological molecules such as carbohydrates,

surface biomarkers that distinguish cancer cells

amino acids and peptides, nucleic acids and lipids

from healthy cells[22-24]

as the building blocks.

By virtue of Molecular pumps Cancer – the crab

By virtue of molecular pumps Cancer – the crab

like growth is been stubborn at many occasions to

like growth is been stubborn at many occasions to

the existing therapeutic modalities. Hence the

the existing therapeutic modalities.

ultimate objectives of an ideal therapeutic are their

Hence the ultimate objectives of an ideal

ability to target specifically the involved cancerous

therapeutic are their ability to target specifically the

cells, image the extent of cancer, sense its

involved cancerous cells, image the extent of

signatures, deliver the therapeutic and finally

Cancer,

monitor cells for their response which is served by

therapeutics and finally monitor cells for their

the nanotherapeutics and Dendrimers are one such

response which is served by the nanotherapeutics.

successful evolution fulfilling this concept[25-27].

And Dendrimers are one such successful evolution

BIOCOMPATIBILTY OF DENDRIMERS

fulfilling this concept[28-38].

Beyond the unique aspects that Dendrimers deserve

THE DUAL FACE OF THE NANOWONDER

the most promising aspect of Dendrimers is its

DENDRIMERS

Biocompatibility which is reflected by water

Encapsulation and Conjugation are the treasured

solubility, lack of immunogenicity and toxicity. By

dual face of the dendrimers. A spherical branching

virtue of being highly hydrated macromolecular

structure built from a starting atom – nitrogen to

structural dendrimers tend to be less immunogenic.

which carbon and other elements are added by

The solubility can be subsequently adjusted by

repeated series of chemical reactions are the

surface modifications or by the addition of

Dendrimers[39-41] wherein hyper branching going

conjugated ligands.

from the centre towards the periphery results in a

Last and most moral aspect is its least toxicity

design that can provide a tailored sanctuary

which dendrimers by virtue of the building blocks

containing voids that provide a refuge from the

themselves and their degradation products upon

outside environment wherein drug molecules can

delivery and release of the drug pay load are

be physically trapped which reflects the cunning

considered to be non toxic both non specific and

face

of

sense

its

dendrimers

signatures,

ie,

the

deliver

the

concept
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encapsulation42. Studies reveal that drugs such as 5

limited

fluorouracil, 5 amino salicylic acid, pyridine,

permeability to lipids and macromolecules. The

mefanamic

paclitaxel,

advances in Nanotechnology with the ability to

agent

10

construct monodisperse particles of dendrimers in

encapsulated

the appropriate size range required to exploit the

docetaxel

acid
and

and
the

hydroxycamptothecin

diclofenac,
anti

cancer

have been

drainage

and

increased

successfully[43-46].

EPR effect wherein the ability to tune surface

The release of the encapsulated guest molecules ie,

properties provide a gateway to dendrimers with

the drugs occurs once they reach the intended site

favourable properties for targeting the cancer

by hydrolytic degradation of the dendrimer in

specifically[53-56].

aqueous conditions and the guest molecules can be

BORON NEUTRON CAPTURE THERAPY

liberated at different states thus rendering slow and

(BNCT)

rapid release drug delivery[47].

It is a binary radiation therapy where the beam of

Apart from encapsulation, to reflect the dual face

low energy neutrons is given to a stable isotope of

of the dendrimers is the concept of conjugation.

Boron (Boron 10) after they have accumulated in

This has been made possible by the inclusion of

the tumour cells. Boron present in or adjacent to

ligands which are intended to bind specifically to

the tumour cells disintegrates after capturing a

cancer cells. Folate is appropriately considered as a

neutron thereby producing high energy heavy

Tumor targeting ligand, because the membrane

charge alpha particles and recoiling lithium 7

bound folate receptor is over expressed on a wide

nuclei that destroy only cells in proximity to it

range of human cancer. Also notably they have

primarily cancer cells leaving adjacent normal cells

good solubility binding to its receptor with high

largely

affinity when conjugated with diverse conjugates

techniques where 1700 born derivatives deposition

including radioactive imaging agents, MRI contrast

was possible, when dendrimers were used a 3 fold

agents and gene transfer vectors[48-52].

increase in boron deposition proved advantageous.

Supporting and reinforcing the dual face of the

Thus a demanding situation where thousands of

dendrimers is the EPR effect – the enhanced

ligands are required per targeting antibody is

permeability and retention effect. It is based upon

provided by BNCT wherein dendrimers serves as

pathological features of cancer such as extensive

an innovative backbone in anti cancer strategy[58-60]

angiogenesis resulting in hypervascularization,
48

lymphatic
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contrast
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GENE DELIVERY

cunning trick that has been employed by scientist

Also interestingly in infancy are an effort to exploit

in deceiving and defending the disaster cancer. [64]

dendrimers for gene delivery wherein the fractured
form of PAMAM known as Superfect is one such
design.
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